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Experience without theory is blind,
but theory without experience is like mere intellectual play.

I. Kant
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Subgraph Isomorphism Problem (SIP)

Goal: Search for a copy of a pattern graph Gp in a target graph Gt

Gp = (Np,Ep) Gt = (Nt ,Et)

Find an injective mapping f : Np → Nt

Non-induced case:

∀(u, v) ∈ Ep : (f (u), f (v)) ∈ Et

Induced case:

∀(u, v) ∈ Ep : (f (u), f (v)) ∈ Et
∀u, v ∈ Np : (u, v) 6∈ Ep ⇒ (f (u), f (v)) 6∈ Et
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Main approaches to solve SIP

State-Space Search Approaches: VF2 (2004), RI (2013), VF3 (2017), ...

Depth-first search with backtracking

CP-based Approaches: Ullmann (1976), LAD (2010), Glasgow (2015), ...

Depth-first search with backtracking + Domain filtering:

For each pattern node u, D(u) = target nodes compatible with u

Propagate constraints to filter D(u), and backtrack if D(u) is empty

CP-based approaches mainly differ on filtering strength:
; Stronger filterings are more expensive, but may detect dead-ends earlier

How to compare these approaches?
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Performance criteria

Memory usage:

All algorithms have polynomial space complexities
But CP solvers need more memory because they store domains

; Memory is not an issue for graphs with thousands of nodes

Solving time:

In theory: All algorithms have exponential time complexities

In practice: Some very large instances can be very quickly solved...
...But some small instances cannot be solved within days

; Time is the big issue

How to evaluate scale-up properties of solvers?

Evaluation on randomly generated instances: Can we control hardness?

Evaluation on existing benchmarks: Do they contain hard instances?
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1 Introduction

2 Random generation of SIP instances

3 Experimental comparison of SIP solvers on a wide benchmark

4 Combining solvers to take advantage of their complementarity

5 Conclusion
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Where the really hard instances are?

What does it mean for a problem to be NP-complete?

No algorithm can solve all instances in polynomial time (if P 6= NP)

But this does not imply that all instances are hard!

Abstract of the paper of Cheeseman et al. at IJCAI 1991:

“It is well known that for many NP-complete problems, typical cases are easy
to solve so that computationally hard cases must be rare. (...)
NP-complete problems can be summarized by at least one "order
parameter", and hard problems occur at a critical value of such a parameter”.

How can we generate hard instances for SIP?

PhD Thesis of C. McCreesh (University of Glasgow)

[JAIR 2018] in collaboration with C. McCreesh, P. Prosser and J. Trimble
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Random generation of an SIP instance (non-induced case)

Random generation of graphs:

G(n,d) = Graph generated wrt Erdös-Rényi model with
n = number of vertices
d = probability of adding an edge between 2 vertices

d close to 0 ; Sparse graphs
d close to 1 ; Dense graphs

Random generation of SIP instances:

Generation of a pattern graph G(np,dp) and a target graph G(nt ,dt)

Parameters = np, dp, nt , dt

How can we control hardness?
; Probabilities dp and dt control graph densities

Sparse pattern and dense target ; Easy to find a solution
Dense pattern and sparse target ; Easy to prove inconsistency
Hard instances should be between these two extreme cases!?
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Phase transition from feasibility to infeasibility (non-induced case)

We fix np = 20, nt = 150, dt = 0.4, and we vary dp from 0 to 1
; Each point (x , y) is an instance generated with dp = x

y = Search effort to solve the instance with Glasgow
Colour = Feasibility of the instance (green=yes; blue=no)
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Phase transition from feasibility to infeasibility (non-induced case)

Satisfiable instances Unsatisfiable instances

Phase transition

dp ≤ 0.44: Satisfiable instances
; Most of them are trivial; a few of them are harder
dp ≥ 0.67: Unsatisfiable instances
; Neither trivial, nor extremely hard
0.44 < dp < 0.67: Phase transition between sat and unsat
; Hardest instances 8/39



Phase transition when varying dp and dt (non-induced case)
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half
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Pattern density

We fix np = 30, nt = 150, and we vary dp and dt from 0 to 1
; Each point (x , y) = 10 instances generated with dp = x and dt = y

Colour = proportion of satisfiable instances

Top left: sparse patterns and dense targets ; All satisfiable
Bottom right: dense patterns and sparse targets ; All unsatisfiable

Black line = Theoretical prediction of the phase transition location
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Locating the phase transition (non-induced case)

Expected number of solutions for pattern G(np,dp) and target G(nt ,dt):

Expected number of pattern edges = dp · np(np−1)
2

Probability for one pattern edge to be mapped to a target edge = dt

Probability for one injective mapping to be a solution = ddp·
np (np−1)

2
t

Number of possible injective mappings = nt · (nt − 1) · ... · (nt − np + 1)

Expected number of solutions:

〈Sol〉 = nt · (nt − 1) · ... · (nt − np + 1) · ddp·
np (np−1)

2
t

Theoretical prediction of the phase transition location:

〈Sol〉 larger than 1 ; Easy to find a solution

〈Sol〉 smaller than 1 ; Not very difficult to prove inconsistency

〈Sol〉 close to 1 ; Really hard instance
; Black line plotted in the previous slide
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Phase transition vs Search effort (non-induced case)
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Black point = Instance not solved by Glasgow within 1000s
White point = Instance solved by Glasgow without backtracking
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Scale-up properties when increasing np (non-induced case)
np = 10 np = 20 np = 30

none

half

all

fail

100
102
104
106
108

The search effort slowly increases in easy regions
; Empirical polynomial time complexities on these instances

The search effort strongly increases in the phase transition region
; Empirical exponential time complexities on these instances
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What about other solvers?

Glasgow:

LAD:

VF2:

RI:
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What about the induced case?

Phase transition when np = 15: Glasgow search effort:

Theoretical prediction:

Expected number of solutions for pattern G(np,dp) and target G(nt ,dt):

〈Sol〉 = nt · (nt − 1) · . . . · (nt − np + 1) · ddp·
np (np−1)

2
t · (1− dt)

(1−dp)·
np (np−1)

2

Phase transition when 〈Sol〉 close to 1 (black line)
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Scale-up properties when increasing np (induced case)

np = 10 np = 15 np = 20 np = 30

none

half

all

fail
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104
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108

Some hard instances are far from the phase transition!

; Prediction of hardness by means of constrainedness (see [JAIR 2018])
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Induced case: Other solvers

Glasgow:

LAD:

VF2:

VF3:
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What have we learned so far?

We can control hardness of randomly generated SIP instances

Hardness does not depend on size, but on constrainedness

Phase transition between feasible (under-constrained) and infeasible
(over-constrained) instances ; Really hard instances for all solvers

See [JAIR 2018] for other graph models (k-regular and labelled graphs) and
other kinds of solvers (SAT, ILP)

How do solvers behave on these instances?

Glasgow is faster than LAD
But both solvers have rather similar performance

RI solves many easy feasible instances without backtracking

RI/VF2/VF3 fail at solving some instances which are in “easy” regions

How do these solvers behave on other benchmarks?
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Benchmark of 14,621 instances (1/3)
9,320 instances coming from real applications:

Images = 6,302 instances
; Adjacency graphs extracted from segmented images
Meshes = 3,018 instances
; Meshes modelling 3D objects

Number of nodes Number of edges

(x-axis = pattern graph; y-axis = target graph)
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Benchmark of 14,621 instances (2/3)

LV = 3,821 instances introduced in [Larrosa & Valiente 2002]

113 graphs of the Stanford GraphBase [Knuth 1993]
; Graphs coming from real applications or randomly generated
Instances built by considering pairs of graphs such that #Np ≤ #Nt

Number of nodes Number of edges
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Benchmark of 14,621 instances (3/3)
1,470 randomly generated instances:

randERP = 200 instances close to the phase transition region
randER, randBVG, randM = 1170 MIVIA instances

Target graph = Erdös-Rényi, Bounded-Valence-Graph, or Meshes
Pattern graph extracted from the target ; Always feasible

randSF = 100 instances generated as MIVIA instances (Scale-Free)

Number of nodes Number of edges

(x-axis = pattern; y-axis = target)
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Experimental set-up

Considered solvers:

For the non-induced case: Glasgow, LAD, VF2, RI
; VF3 cannot handle the non-induced case

For the induced case: Glasgow, LAD, VF3, RI
; VF2 is outperformed by VF3 on most instances

Performance measure:

CPU time on dual Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 CPUs and 256GBytes RAM

Each run is limited to 1000 seconds

Some instances are not solved within this limit
Some instances are still not solved when the limit is 100,000s
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Can we plot scale-up properties wrt size?
; Illustration on Glasgow and VF2 for the non-induced case

Evolution of time wrt number of pattern nodes:

Glasgow VF2

Each point (x , y) = one instance with x pattern nodes solved in y seconds
; Black point if instance not solved within 1000 seconds

Evolution of time wrt number of target edges:

Glasgow VF2

Plotting the evolution of average time w.r.t. size is not very meaningful

Some instances are not solved within the time limit

Standard deviations are very high
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Can we plot scale-up properties wrt size?
; Illustration on Glasgow and VF2 for the non-induced case

Evolution of time wrt number of pattern edges:
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Each point (x , y) = one instance with x pattern edges solved in y seconds
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Evolution of time wrt number of target edges:
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Where are the hard instances?

< 1s

∈ [1s,10s[

∈ [10s,100s[

∈ [100s,1000s[

> 1000s

x-axis = Number of pattern edges
y-axis = Number of target edges
Colour = Glasgow solving time for the non-induced case
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Where are the hard instances?
Non-induced case:

Glasgow LAD RI VF2

Some instances are not solved within 1000s by any solver

Some instances are easily solved by some solvers...
...whereas others cannot solve them within 1000s
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Where are the hard instances?

Non-induced case:

Glasgow LAD RI VF2

Induced case:

Glasgow LAD RI VF3

For all solvers but LAD, times tend to be smaller for the induced case
(LAD has been designed for the non induced case...)
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Empirical definition of instance hardness

Easy instances: solved in less than 1s by all solvers

Non-induced case ; 7,786 instances
Induced case ; 9,109 instances

Unsolved instances: not solved by any solver within 1000s

Non-induced case ; 214 instances
Induced case ; 80 instances

Hard instances: all solvers need more than 1s
Non-induced case ; 366 instances
Induced case ; 379 instances

Easy-or-Hard instances: all other instances

; Solved in less than 1s by some solvers, but other solvers need more time
Non-induced case ; 6,254 instances
Induced case ; 5,053 instances
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Where are the unsolved instances?

Non-induced case: Induced case:
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Where are the hard instances?

Non-induced case: Induced case:
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Comparison on easy instances

Average solving time:

Non-induced case
Glasgow LAD VF2 RI

0.094 0.146 0.099 0.008

Induced case
Glasgow LAD VF3 RI

0.108 0.146 0.005 0.012

Cumulative number of solved instances:
; f (x)=number of instances whose solving time ≤ x seconds.
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Comparison on easy or hard instances

Number of failures (instances not solved within 1000s):

Non-induced case
Glasgow LAD VF2 RI

13 54 1,522 437

Induced case
Glasgow LAD VF3 RI

4 20 168 348

; It is no longer possible to compute average solving time...

Cumulative number of solved instances:
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Comparison on hard instances

Number of failures (instances not solved within 1000s):

Non-induced case
Glasgow LAD VF2 RI

38 177 357 245

Induced case
Glasgow LAD VF3 RI

10 275 233 248

Cumulative number of solved instances:
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Scatter plot: RI against Glasgow (non-induced case)
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Scatter plot: RI against Glasgow (non-induced case)

Easy instances

Hard instances
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Scatter plot: VF3 against Glasgow (induced case)
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Scatter plot: VF3 against Glasgow (induced case)

Easy instances

Hard instances
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Combining solvers

Take advantage of solvers complementarity:

Run RI/VF3 for a short time limit (e.g., 0.1s)
; All instances below the green line are solved

If instance not solved, then run Glasgow

Non-induced case: Induced case:
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Conclusion

Modern solvers are able to quickly solve large instances...

...But there are small instances that are still very challenging
; Don’t forget to evaluate your favorite solver on these instances too!

Plotting the evolution of time wrt size is not very meaningful

Better pictures are given by plotting cumulative numbers of solved instances

To maintain or not to maintain domains?

VF2/VF3 and RI don’t maintain domains

Very low memory consumptions
Very fast on some instances, but fail at solving some other
instances (including trivial ones)

CP-based approaches maintain domains

More memory consuming
Constraint propagation is time consuming...
...but this avoids exponential behaviours on non hard instances
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Advertising!

What is CP (Constraint Programming)?

Constraint programming represents one of the closest approaches computer
science has yet made to the Holy Grail of programming: the user states the
problem, the computer solves it. Eugene C. Freuder

How to solve your problem with CP?

Describe your problem with a declarative modelling language:
Define the variables (unknowns)
Define the constraints holding between variables
Optionally: Define an objective function to optimize

Optionally: Define search strategies and heuristics
Ask a generic CP engine to search for solutions

Examples of CP systems:

Modeling languages: MiniZinc, XCSP3
; Compatible with most existing CP solvers
CP libraries: Choco, Picat, Gecode, CPO, OR-Tools, ...
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Advertising!

Some hot CP topics that may be relevant for PR:

Subgraph Isomorphism Problem (SIP)
; [CP 2014, CP 2015, IJCAI 2016, JAIR 2018]

Maximum Common Subgraph (MCS)
; [CP 2011, CP 2016, IJCAI 2017, AAAI 2017]

Parallel approaches for SIP or MCS
; [CP 2015, ICTAI 2015, CP-AI-OR 2018, CP-AI-OR 2019]

Automatic selection of solvers for SIP
; [LION 2016]

All source codes are available
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